Introduction to Tango
for
Ballet Dancers

Mark and Revel
You’ve already had the experience of dancing
with a partner. In ballet, the man assists the
woman. In tango, one person leads (marks)
and the other follows (revels). The revel
doesn’t know what’s next, so the mark has to
communicate the movement and its dynamic
to her, in realtime.
To achieve this level of control and connection,
the mark communicate in two parts. Before
moving, the mark shows an intended direction
and the revel registers that, by projecting her
free leg (making a tendu) in the direction
indicated.
Registering her accurate perception the mark
then makes the second communication, which
is the transfer of weight to the new foot.
He may accompany her, transferring himself, or
he may transfer her weight alone.
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Improvisation
The most glaring difference between
ballet and social dances like tango is that
social dances are improvised. This keeps it
interesting.
The same mark may dance to the same
song several nights in a row, but dance
it differently each time. His dance will be
different based on the space available on
the dance floor, the skills of his partner, and
his own mood.
It means that the mark gets to indulge his
own musicality. It means that the revel is
completely concentrated on him, reading
his body, moving only in response to him.
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Base leg and free leg
The revel’s base leg belongs to her. It’s the
source of her balance and beauty. Her
free leg, from the top of the psoas to the
tip of her toe, belong to the mark.
She creates tendu/projection in response
to his mark. After every transfer of weight,
her newly freed leg becomes his to play
with.
For ballerinas, the most difficult part
is allowing the free leg to move as a
consequence of the mark. The free leg
moves from the psoas muscle, with no
tension in its joints or muscles.
The sole intervention added by the revel is
to keep the free leg’s toes pointed, just as
in ballet.
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Control and
communication
In order to maintain his position while
communicating intention, the mark uses
hip flexion to increase stability and range of
movement.
Hip flexion is also used by both partners
to aim the structure of their bodies at one
another, from the foot of their base leg
(the one touching the floor) up through the
corresponding rib cage and then toward
the partner.
The arch thus formed is kept taut, enabling
the partners to support one another and to
communicate with the strength of their legs
and core muscles.
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Musicality
Tango is not danced in a rigid relationship to
the music.
The mark decides how to interpret the music
and may dance to the rhythm, in double or
half-time or another rhythm such as 1,3 or 2,3.
He may dance to the melody. He may move
back and forth between melody and rhythm,
or he may follow a particular instrument.
The intensive connection enables precise
musicality.The mark can place the revel into
the music in very personal and unexpected
ways.
The revel does not impose her own musicality.
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Turnout
The base leg Is always in turn out (lateral
rotation), about 45 degrees.
The free leg is similarly turned out at the
point of maximum extension, but as it
moves toward the base leg between steps,
the knee joint relaxes into a slight medial
rotation. The reason for this is to create the
appearance of a sultry, languid walk.

The arms
The partners’ connected arms make
‘the embrace’. Tension in the embrace
blocks the flow of communication
between the partners.
The shape of the embrace changes
all the time to accommodate various
movements. We even dance in “close
embrace”, with chests touching.
In every position, elbow joints maintain
gentle extension.
Shoulder and elbow joints are in lateral
rotation.
The revel uses fingerpads, the blade of her
hands, and her chest (when touching) to
sense direction from the mark’s body.
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The aesthetic
Tango is danced for the pleasure of the
partners, not for an audience. If people
watch, the expression in the body and
face of the dancers is a hint of what they
are feeling, nothing more. It is only what
leaks out uncontrolled from their absolute
mutual concentration on one another.
Therefore the priority agenda of muscle
control is to provide perfect connection to
your partner.
With any spare energy, the mark tries to
look elegant, and the revel points her toes
and makes the sultry medial rotation of the
free leg when it passes the base leg.
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